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Abstract—In present age of computers, there are various resources for gathering information related to given query like Radio Stations, Television, Internet and many more. Among them, Internet is considered as major factor for obtaining any information about a given domain. When a user wants to find some information, he/she enters a query and results are produced via hyperlinks linked to various documents available on web. But the information that is retrieved to us may or may not be relevant. This irrelevance is caused due to huge collection of documents available on web. Traditional search engines are based on keyword based searching that is unable to transform raw data into knowledgeable representation data. It is a cumbersome task to extract relevant information from large collection of web documents. These shortcomings have led to the concept of Semantic Web (SW) and Ontology into existence. Semantic Web (SW) is a well defined portal that helps in extracting relevant information using many Information Retrieval (IR) techniques. Current Information Retrieval (IR) techniques are not so advanced that they can be able to exploit semantic knowledge within documents and give precise result. The terms, Information Retrieval (IR), Semantic Web (SW) and Ontology are used differently but they are interconnected with each other. Information Retrieval (IR) technology and Web based Indexing contributes to existence of Semantic Web. Use of Ontology also contributes in building new generation of web- Semantic Web. With the help of ontologies, we can make content of web as it will be markup with the help of Semantic Web documents (SWD’s). Ontology is considered as backbone of Software system. It improves understanding between concepts used in Semantic Web (SW). So, there is need to build an ontology that uses well defined methodology and process of developing ontology is called Ontology Development.

I. Introduction

In recent years, there was a great demand of Knowledge Management (KM) solutions and are used in organization as tools for performing many tasks. These tasks include:

- Document Management and Workflow Management
- Web Conferencing
- Data Warehouse and Decision Support Systems.

But these KM solutions were not used for long time extraction purposes because these solutions are based on centralized architecture which is storehouse of central knowledge only that is accessed through standard ontology. These KM solutions are not able to access decentralized information located at different networks. After these uncertainties with KM solutions, the concept of Ontology and Semantic Web was introduced [1]. The concept of Ontology deals with various languages that are used for building Semantic Web and increases its extraction efficiency. Semantic Web (SW) is imagined as future web that uses text documents as well as semantic markup documents. We need to build a new paradigm for Information Retrieval (IR) that is compatible with all standards and provides effective and fast search. In order to maintain integrity between web search and inference, there is structure which has following points:

- It should support both retrieval driven and inference driven processes.
- Indexing words like Semantic markup should be used.
- Web Searching is done on basis of present generation.
- Inference and Retrieval are closely connected to each other.

This paper has following sections: In Section 2, we have described a brief survey on Information Retrieval (IR) technology and the evaluation of IR Along with this it also deals with various approaches, how the Information Retrieval (IR) process can be increased to get precise results in shorter amount of time. In Section
II. Information Retrieval

Definition: Information Retrieval (IR) is defined as process of identifying and retrieving unstructured documents containing the specific information stored in them. Unstructured documents are written in natural language. E.g. videos, photos, and audio etc. IR mainly focuses on retrieval of natural language text. It addresses retrieval of documents from an organized well defined huge collection of documents on web. Information Retrieval (IR) technology is major factor responsible for handling annotations in Semantic Web (SW). Traditional text Search Engines are not optimal for finding the relevant documents. It is produced by various approaches of ontologies and Semantic data. These purely text based Search Engines fails because of following reasons:

- Improper style of natural languages: There are chances that syntax of languages is not appropriate.
- High level unclear concepts: Some concepts which are used in document but present Search Engines can’t find those words.
- Timely Scenario: Keywords matching is not used to find timely specified documents.

IR deals with fusion of streams of output documents produced from multiple retrieval methods. They are combined to form single ranked stream which is shown to user. There are two methods for solving user queries:

- By submitting a given query to multiple document collections.
- By submitting a given query through multiple IR methods.

The architecture of Information Retrieval Engine is based on ONTOLOGY BASED MODEL which represents the content of resource from given ontology. It has following parts:

- **OMC (Ontology Manager Component):** It is used by Indexer, Search Engine and GUI.
- **INDEXER:** It indexes documents and creates metadata.
- **SEARCH ENGINE**
- **GUI** supports user in query formation.

Fig. 1: IR Architecture [2]

2.1 Evaluation of Information Retrieval Performance

There are two methods for evaluating performance as listed below:

- It is evaluated on concept of Relevance. Relevance means that user should be satisfied with the results produced with respect to given query.
- Precision (P) and Recall (R) are two measures to evaluate performance where Precision (P) = Relevant items retrieved / Total number of items retrieved. Recall (R) = Relevant items retrieved / Total relevant items in document

In 1979, Van Rigsberg proposed a formula for measuring Precision and Recall as:

\[ E = 1 - \frac{1}{\frac{1}{P} + (1-\$) \frac{1}{R}} \]

where \( E \) = Effectiveness measure

\[ P = \text{Precision} \]
\[ R = \text{Recall} \]
\[ \$ = \text{parameter that describes importance to P and R}. \]

If \( \$ \) = 0, then user has no importance to Precision
If \( \$ = \frac{1}{2} \), then \( P = R \)
If \( \$ \) = 1, then No Recall

We can improve Information Retrieval effectiveness by:

- Use concept of co-occurrence to measure the strength of semantic relations between words.
- Make use of background knowledge into search process. Background knowledge signifies use of Thesaurus.

Thesaurus defines the set of standard terms or words that are used to search a document and set of relations between these terms. It gives hint related to words which are typed in search box.

Information Model: It is defined as model for representing documents and user query in system. This model is based on ontology based model and contains the matter of subject as combination of instances and
temporal intervals i.e. it combines Conceptual Part and Temporal Part.

Conceptual Part is represented by Information model using IR engines that are built on Vector Space Model. It involves Temporal Vector Space Model. This model is used to find similarity between sets of time intervals.

Temporal Vector Space Model: - It defines that if we choose discrete time representation, we can represent keywords used in query as terms. Temporal signifies terms which are viewed in space. But this model has not worked effectively due to following reasons:

- It has large number of details that are represented by large time intervals and requires large time.
- Traditional time intervals do not produce results with full certainty.

Solution: Fuzzy Temporal Model

Fuzzy Model is extension of Vector Space Model. It uses Fuzzy time intervals in various application domains like business news or history.

III. Semantic Web

The idea of Semantic Web (SW) as envisioned by Tim Berners Lee came into existence in 1996 with the aim to translate given information into machine understandable form. The Semantic Web (SW) is an extension of current www in which documents are filled by annotations in machine understandable markup language [21]. It is defined as framework of expressing information because we can develop various languages and approaches for increasing IR effectiveness. Semantic Web uses documents called Semantic Web Documents (SWD’s) that are written in SW languages like OWL, DAML+OIL. SW is an XML (Extensible Markup Language) application.

Its aim is to maintain coordination between users and software agents so that they can find answers to their queries clearly. For maintaining this, we have to maintain Semantic Web Inference Engine which process query and produces results in following manner:

- Given query acts as input to Inference Engine.
- This query leads to production of semantic markup documents for retrieving information.
- The system has to prove this query if we want to produce Inference.
- We cannot use output of engine as search query. The given query is encoded as a text query that is identified by search engines.
- After identification, query is submitted to one or more web pages.
- Then some of these web pages must be extracted to retrieve markup. These markups may be irrelevant, useful or unauthorized.
- FILTERS are used to make these markups relevant and fully trusted.
- After filtering, these facts will be passed to inference engine and the whole process repeats.

Fig. 2: SW Inference Engine

3.1 Semantic Web (SW) Technologies

SW technologies are listed below:-

- **XML**: - XML is extensible language that allows users to create their own tags to documents. It provides syntax for content structure within documents. XML Schema: - It is language for defining XML documents. XML document is a tree.

- **RDF**: - It stands for Resource Description Framework. It is simple language to express data models which refers to objects and their relationships. These models are called RDF Models.

Both XML and RDF deal with Metadata which is data about other data. Raw data is stored in some repository called as Database Storage. Then Information Extraction techniques like KM solutions generate metadata.
3.2 How to Build Semantic Web

Building a Semantic Web is a sophisticated task. It has certain requirements, challenges etc.

Requirements:- Semantic Web is build only if standards/rules must be defined within syntactic as well as semantic form of documents. Both Syntactic and Semantic are different from each other. Syntactic refers to pointing to rules of syntax. Syntax must be correct. Semantic means what it means.

For exchanging information, there must always be Exchange format and requirements for exchange format are as follows:

✓ Universal Expressive Power: - It is not possible to require all users. So, web based exchange format is necessary.
✓ Syntactic Interoperability: - It means that applications must be able to read data and presents information. It is about naming part of document.
✓ Semantic Interoperability: - It defines that data that is exchanged should be understandable. It is about defining semantic mappings between terms within data.

We can use XML and RDF as XML fulfills first two requirements i.e. Power requirement and Syntactic Interoperability. XML does not fulfill requirement of semantic interoperability because:

✓ XML only describe grammars.
✓ No way to make data understandable.
✓ No way to find semantic content from particular domain as XML focus on structure of document.
✓ No interpretation of data.

Using RDF can fulfill all three requirements. RDF model consists of Resource, Property and Object that satisfies Power requirement. RDF parsers are available that analysis data in form of symbols either in natural languages and machine language, thus leading to Syntactic Interoperability. RDF model also provides object – attribute structure that gives semantic units also, so it fulfills Semantic Interoperability.

3.3 Challenges faced in Building Semantic Web

The current Semantic web languages like RDF, OWL are not built on top of www. RDF can refer to syntax of XML but it cannot use XML Syntax properly. So, there is Semantic discontinuity at Semantic Web. There are few differences between RDF and XML.

IV. Ontology

The term Ontology can be defined in different ways as:

Ontology is abbreviated as FESC (Formal, Explicit, and Specification of Shared Conceptualization):

Formal: - It specifies that it should be machine understandable.
Explicit: - It defines type of constraints used in model.
Shared: - It means that ontology is shared by group. It is not restricted to individuals.
Conceptualization: - It refers model of some phenomenon to identify relevant concepts of that phenomenon.

Ontology is very useful in increasing Information Retrieval performance. Ontology deals with occurrence of events, their instances and user defined relations between concepts. This represents background knowledge on Semantic level where Semantic level is defined as set of semantic entities including their concepts and relations instead of simple words which are used in thesaurus [21, 22]. Semantic level specifies relations between entities and also holds the facts and rules about domain problem. Following points describes the role of ontology in development of Semantic Web:

• Ontology is considered as backbone of Software. Since SW translates the given data into machine understandable language using concept of ontologies.
• Ontology development is a cooperative process; it allows different peoples to express their views on given domain.
• It gives complete description of problem that can be communicated among people and application systems.
• The use of ontologies has overcome the limitations of keyword based search and led to development of Semantic Web.
Various ontology models are used for exploitation of domain ontologies and knowledge bases to support semantic web development.

Ontology language editors help to build Semantic Web.

Ontologies are metadata schemes providing a controlled vocabulary of concepts.

It is not possible to convert from full text based systems to semantic based systems in one step. It involves use of gradual approach which provides smooth relations between them. Since ontologies store the domain knowledge in much effective way than thesaurus. So, we can say that ontologies measure the rate of increase in IR system. Accuracy in ontology models is directly related to effectiveness in Information Retrieval systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extensive Markup Language (XML)</th>
<th>Resource Description Framework (RDF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. It is based on tree model.</td>
<td>1. It is based on directed graph model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Edges have no labels but they are ordered.</td>
<td>2. Edges have labels but they are unordered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Use of XML leads to semi structured databases.</td>
<td>3. Use of RDF leads to model theory. Model theory is semantic theory which provides relation between expressions and interpretations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are some problems in ontology languages and to avoid them, we have developed a prototype with following points:

- In ontology based model, quality of results was not as much as accurate due to lack of information.
- Large cost is required in creating ontology language.
- There are limited facts and axioms related to ontologies.

So, imperfections in ontology and metadata should be considered properly. We can create new ontologies by demonstrating the use of semantic information in domain by avoiding imperfections and assumptions about the quality of ontologies and metadata. Ontology has also contributed to the use of Data Mining. We can also generate ontology on databases. Data Mining is a technology that is used for identifying patterns and ways from large quantities of data or other information repositories. Data Mining is also known as Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD). It is multi level field i.e. it includes different areas like database system, information retrieval, machine learning etc. There are two goals of Data Mining:

**Prediction:**- It involves use of some variables or records in database to predict future values of other variables.

**Description:**- It finds useful patterns describing the given data.

### 4.1 Ontology Based Retrieval Techniques

Building ontology needs attention of domain experts that represents concepts and relationships between them for a given domain. Ontology can be built manually as well as automatically. Various researchers have contributed to this scenario:

- Clerkin et.al discovered ontology automatically with the help of concept of clustering algorithm. It is useful in case where no expert knowledge exists and it uses agents for building ontology [3].
- Blaschke et.al proposed methodology that makes use of iterative information extraction for building ontology [4].
- Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a technique that is used to abstract data as conceptual structures [5].
- Quan et.al proposed concept of Fuzzy logic into FCA to deal with uncertainty of data by designing framework called as Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis (FFCA) for building ontology [6].
- Wrobel et.al built ontology on basis of output of data mining results. It uses Semantic web languages like RDF, RDFs, DAML+OIL etc [7].

Ontology Retrieval techniques include Query Expansion and Indexing. It is known that combination of results produced by simple queries gives better view as compared to using single query result [8, 9, 10]. It is called as Query Expansion. It is so because any algorithm has its merits and demerits and it is not always suggested to find optimal method. To find optimal method, there is need to use Ranking algorithm [11]. The given query is extracted in following manner as:

- The query entered by user contains terms which may or may not be relevant. It is made relevant by use of Filters.
- Then filtered query process applies various ontology based rules to create a separate query which executes independently using full text search engine.
- After applying rules, we get transformed query corresponding to transformation.
- The query is executed and ranked results are produced.
Ontology is generated from given databases that help in performing process of data mining. Following figure illustrates the process [24].

Fig. 4: Query Extraction Process

Fig. 5: Ontology Generation

V. Conclusion

In the above paper has given a new way to users for extracting information from the web. Since, there is a large number of documents present on the web and retrieving information from them is a very difficult task. It generates the concept of Information Retrieval and Semantic Web. Semantic Web is termed as the next generation of current World Wide Web. It uses Semantic markup documents for extracting information from web documents. It generates annotations and metadata from original data by translating them into knowledgeable representation documents. The traditional search engines failed to understand the structure and semantics of Semantic Web documents. These engines expect documents to be unstructured text but there are various documents involved in Information Retrieval (IR) process. The paper described the role of ontology in development of Semantic Web. Ontology is considered as the backbone of every software system. Building ontology needs attention of domain experts that represents all concepts and relationships. There are various algorithms used to extract and discover knowledge from given structured data. It is found that semantic markup within documents leads to a greater number of relevant documents as compared with text documents. We have created semantic foundation for semantic web that extends as www. Semantic foundation includes use of XML, trees, graphs, model theory, and XML schemas. XML is considered as a major source of semantic information for Semantic Web. It also acts as a standard format for writing documents on web. The main issue of using XML is that it does not represent ontology information. It is represented by using SWOL (Semantic Web ontology language). The concept of knowledge stored in ontologies and semantic metadata is used for the task of Information Retrieval.
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